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FAQs
2. What are document requirements for launching a claim? The following documents are required:
a) Duly completed and signed claim form
b) Police Abstract
c) Copy of driver’s driving licence
d) Copy of driver’s KRA PIN

g) Copy of Logbook
3. Claim process: Registration, appointment of service provider, e.t.c.
4. Which is a good garage?
and capable to carry out repairs on our insured’s vehicles satisfactorily. The client can pick any garage from the
5. Why do we assess a vehicle forming subject of a claim? We assess the vehicle to:
a) Obtain expert opinion on extent of the damage
b) Determine the quantum as well as extent of damage
c) To provide compensation to insured
6. Why investigate a claim? We investigate the circumstances surrounding an accident to clarify among
others:
a) circumstances of the accident
b) determining validity of insurance and insurance history thereof
c) establish condition of the vehicle
d) ascertain extent of damage
e) vehicle usage
f) establish third party involved in the accident
7. What is the duration of investigation? Investigations can take any length of time starting from 21 (twenty one)
working days subject to provision of documents required to process the claim, availability of person(s) required to
be interviewed for corroboration of the claim bearing in mind that each claim is unique.
8. After the vehicle has been assessed, what are the next steps? The garage prepares a repairs estimate that is
shared with Heritage for further analysis prior to issuing the repair authority and/or determining the way forward
based on the extent of the accidental damage sustained on the vehicle.
9. Why is issuance of a release letter important? We issue the release letter so that insured can collect the vehicle
from the garage and ascertaining that repairs were undertaken as per our instructions to the garage. Further, the
release letter is our commitment to the garage that we shall be responsible for settling the cost of repairs.
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10. Why is a vehicle re-inspected after completion of repairs? Re-inspection is carried out by the assessor to ascertain
repairs were done according to our instructions as well as to confirm the quality and scope of workmanship.
11. Why is a current valuation report vital for claim processing? The current valuation report enables us to determine
the condition of the vehicle at policy inception.
12. Explainer on

· What is a policy excess: This is the first portion of the claim insured is responsible for as Heritage takes up the
other portion of the claim.

· What is no blame, no excess clause? This is where a client is exonerated from being blamed for causing an
accident. For the clause to apply, the following conditions must be met;

a) There must be an identified third-party motor vehicle as well the owner.
b) The police abstract must clearly indicate that the identified third party was to blame for the accident.
Important to note is that this clause is not applicable where a cyclist or pedestrian is to blame for said road
traffic accident.
· What is excess protection? This cover relieves the customer from the burden of paying own damage excess
after lodging a claim arising out of collision. It is important to note that the cost or repairs must be above the policy
excess amount.
· What is unobtainable parts clause? This clause is applicable where parts are not available. It provides that under
the circumstances, Heritage will pay the insured the cost of repairs in cash to enable him/her directly buy parts
and have the vehicle repaired. Where that happens, the comprehensive cover is downgraded to third party until
insured avails the vehicle for re-inspection by Heritage. Once repairs are confirmed as having been carried out
satisfactorily, underwriting department is notified to upgrade the cover to comprehensive basis.

· What is a Cash in lieu offer in settlement of a claim? Cash in lieu settlement means we are utilising the policy

provision that allows insured to be responsible for repairing their vehicle and the payment issued to insured is to
be used as such. Where that happens, the comprehensive cover is downgraded to third party until the insured
avails the vehicle for re-inspection by Heritage. Once repairs are confirmed as having been carried out satisfactorily,
the underwriting department is notified to upgrade the cover to comprehensive basis.

· Overloading clause under commercial vehicle claim. Overloading or improperly loading a vehicle can make

the vehicle unstable which can lead to loss of control of the vehicle resulting to an accident. As provided under the
policy, Heritage will not be obliged to pay a claim whereby the vehicle shall be carrying a greater number of
passengers/goods than is permitted by any law for the time being in force and/or a greater load capacity than the
manufacturers specification.

· Reimbursement claims under:
a) medical expenses: This covers emergency medical expenses incurred by insured arising out of a road traffic
accident. The limit payable is as indicated on the policy schedule.
b) recovery and towing expenses: The policy provides for this cover where a vehicle has been involved in an
accident and requires to be retrieved and or requires to be towed to a place of safe keeping subject to reasonableness of costs incurred in doing so as well as the limit of liability as prescribed on the policy schedule.
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13. What is a sufficient anti-theft device under motor cycle class? Our policy provides that the motor cycle should
have a chain with a lockable multi-lock padlock or suitable locking or alarm system which would reduce the risk of
theft.
14. Why does insured transfer the logbook to Heritage prior to receiving total loss claim payment? This is necessary
process as it allows Heritage to take possession of the vehicle and settle the claim.
15. Why does the client bear the cost of transferring the vehicle to Heritage? Insured bears the cost of transferring
the vehicle as a condition precedent to claim settlement as well to enable us to dispose-off the same.
16. How long does it take for total claim to be paid out to the customer? It takes 7 (seven) working days to process
the claim payment subject to fulfilment of all requirements as indicated in the offer letter.
17. What are our general service standards?
· Response to email correspondences: Emails: Same day
· Acknowledgement of claim notification: Same day
· Response to correspondences: Physical Letters/correspondences: within 7 working days
· Acknowledgement of complaint notification: Same day
· Resolution of customer complaints: Within 3 days
· Answering of telephone calls: immediately or by the 3rd ring
18. Claim declinature.
a) How is a claim declinature communicated to the customer? We are recognisant that a claim may fall short in
meeting policy terms and conditions. When this occurs we formally send a claim declinature letter to insured or
their intermediary. The declinature letter clearly states basis our decision.
b) Why is a claim declined? Heritage may decline a claim as this is provided under policy exceptions as well as provided
under principles governing insurance contract.

Motor Legal Claims
1. What are the document requirements for processing legal based claims? Below are our document
requirements:
Third party personal injury claims (motor)
· Details from insured: Duly filled motor accident claim form, copy of driver’s driving license and KRA PIN, copies of
insured’s national identification card and KRA PIN, police abstract report and witness statement (if available).
· From the third party: Instructions note, claimant’s national identification card, police abstract, medical report,
initial treatment notes or discharge summary and investigation report (if available).
· Fatal claim: letters of administration, death certificate, claimant national identification card, proof of income e.g. at
least 3 copies of the deceased’s latest payslip if applicable, proof of special damages and dependency.
2. On receipt of legal notice and summons, what action does a customer take? It is important to forward the
summons immediately to Heritage.
3. What makes a third party claim admissible? For us to process a third party claim, there must be sufficient proof
of legal liability against our insured. Legal liability refers to factual evidence of negligence against our insured.
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4. Why pay third party claims? This is because the policy cover we issue includes this nature of losses.
5. What is the duration of recovery? There are many factors some of which are not within our control. For example,
the process is largely dependent on the court process but the insured’s witnesses must always be available to testify
whenever they are called upon to avoid unnecessary delays. In some circumstances, the process can be unsuccessful
for a valid number of reasons. In such cases, Heritage will make sufficient explanation on what transpired.
6. Why is insured required to pay to Heritage third party liability policy excess payment in respect to a third
party claim? Excess is the first payment an insured makes in a claim. It’s a standard requirement in insurance claims
even though there are provisions for no blame no excess as well as excess protection where one pays an added
premium for policy to cover this benefit. Where the claim involves third party property damage, this is paid over and
above the own damage claim excess.
7. Why is it important to notify Heritage of a claim as well as timely claim documentation? The policy requires
insured to inform Heritage immediately an incidence arises that may lead to a claim. Timely claim notification and
documentation enables us to process a claim without delay.
8. How does passenger legal liability operate in claims
This applies in Motor policies where this has been provided as an extension. In such instances, the client insured
some authorized passengers in a motor vehicle who must however, be seated at the front cabin of a motor vehicle.
9. What are our service commitments in matters touching on third party claims and recovery.
· Forwarding summons: Immediately or within 2 days
· Responding to Demand letters: within 8 days
· Responding Hearing notices: within 5 days
· Claim updates: within 5 days
· Recovery instructions to advocates: within 2 days
· Recovery letters to insurers: within 10 days
· Request for claim documents and third party policy excess: within 10 days
· Forwarding verifying affidavits and witness statements: within 2 days
· Referring client’s for second medical examination: within 3 days
· Response to demand letter by a third party: within 7 days
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The Heritage Insurance Company (K) Ltd

HERITAGE INSURANCE- HEAD OFFICE NAIROBI
Liberty House
Processional Way
P.O Box 30390-00100 Nairobi Kenya
Tel: 020-2783000/0711039000/0734101000
Fax: 2727800

Mombasa

Eldoret

Naivasha

Nakuru

Meru

Nanyuki

Nakumatt - Mwitu Center Bld
Meru/Nanyuki Road, Meru Kenya
P O Box 1911 – 60200
Tel: 0711039702/0711039703
Fax: 064 - 3130709/

Silver Plaza Nyeri/Nanyuki Road
P. Box 1615 – 10400, Nanyuki Kenya
Fax: 062-31914 /:020-2783000/
Tel: 0711039600/0711039602

Thika

Nairobi City Branch

Kisii

Kisumu

Embu

NSSF Building, Nkrumah Road
P. O. Box 84886 - 80100
Mombasa, Kenya
Tel: Fax2224725/:020-2783000/
0711039622/0711039627

Polo Centre, Tom Mboya Street
P.O. Box 4362 - 20100,
Nakuru, Kenya
Fax: 0512213774
Tel: 0711039730/0711039731/
020-2783000

Zuri Centre, 4th FloorKenyatta Highway, Thika
P.O. Box 7048 - 01000, Thika
Tel:020-27830000/
0711039720/0711039722

Jomo Kenyatta Highway,
P.O Box 1062-40100.Kisumu
Tel: /0711039800/01/:020-2783000

Tanzania

Lornho House Mezzanine 2
Standard Street
P. O Box 30390-00100 Nairobi
Tel: 0711039665/664/661/667/
2783000

Ganga Hse,3rd Floor
Embu/Meru Rd
P.O.Box 2607-60100
Embu Kenya
Tel: 0711039791/0711039792/
020-2783000

Arusha Branch

The Heritage Insurance Co.T LTD
Plot No.368, Msasani Road
Tel:007222664204-09
E-mail:info@heritagetanzania.com
Dar es Salaam

Heritage_Ke

Imperial Court, Eldoret Town
Waiganjo Street/Uganda Road
P. O. Box 6120 - 30100 Eldoret
Tel: 0711039751
Fax 2031788/020-2783000

Heritage Insurance Kenya

The Heritage Insurance Co. T Ltd
St Floor Sykes Building
Goliondoi Street
Tel: 255754570000
Fax :255 272509759
Arusha

www.heritageinsurance.co.ke

Heritage House, Moi Road
P. O. Box 1319 -20117 Naivasha
Tel: /0711039681/0711039682
Fax: 050-2020467/020-2783000

Royal Towers, 2nd Floor
Hospital Road, Kisii
P.O. Box 3066 - 40200 Kisii, Kenya.
Tel: 0711039780/81/
020-2783000/

